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ABSTRACT

Multiple drug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) is a critical situation 
affecting adults as properly as children across the globe (1). To 
determine the incidence and risk factors associated with Multiple Drug 
Resistant Tuberculosis (MDR-TB) (2), we studied Ototoxicity on 18 
culture confirmed MDR-TB patients in Eras' Lucknow Medical College 
and Hospital, Lucknow from September, 2019 to January, 2020. This 
case follows a well documented report of a patient describing an unusual 
and novel occurrence of ototoxicity when undergoing treatment 
concerning multiple drug resistance tuberculosis along with symptoms, 
signs, diagnosis, treatment and follow-up (3). For descriptive convenience, the patient will be classified as patient 1. 
The following case is the cornerstones of medical progress and provides many new ideas in medicine. Containing an 
extensive review of the relevant literature on the topic, the case report is a rapid short communication between busy 
clinicians who may not have time or resources to conduct large scale research.(4)
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· Profound hearing loss = 90+db HL

During the intensive phase therapy of MDR-TB 
treatment regime, any of the injectables (Capreomysin, 
Amikacin and kanamycin) are prescribed as second 

line injectables’ (SLI) (1). The bacterial protein 
synthesis is restrained by Kanamycin and Amikacin. 
Capreomysin is much more expensive in comparison 
to Kanamycin and Amikacin.  A higher cross-
resistance is seen between Amikacin and kanamycin 
but not as such with Capreomysin (1). These drugs are 
conventionally given intramuscularly; they can also be 
given intravenously for variable periods depending on 
the available intravenous access (1). Irreversible 
ototoxicity with these drugs is an earnest issue and 
needs meticulous monitoring. The incidence of 
ototoxicity increases sharply after 6 months of avail 
(7). The auditory perception loss commences from 
frequencies higher than the conventional verbalizing 
range; hence audiometry (including frequencies higher 
than 8000 Hz) is better suited than clinical monitoring 
for early detection of ototoxicity (1).

· Normal Hearing <25 db HL (adults)

In India, estimates confirmed that the superiority of 
MDR-TB among new and previously dealt with 
patients changed into 2.5% and 16%, respectively over 
the following years (5). Multiple drug-resistant 
tuberculosis is a particular type of drug resistant TB. It 
signifies that Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the 
causative agent for tuberculosis that an individual is 
infected with is immune to two of the foremost drugs, 
isoniazid (INH) and rifampicin (RMP) which are 
usually provided as an anti-tuberculosis drug (2). This 
designates that the person is resistant and won’t be 
cured by the above medicine, the patient will require a 
different regimen especially prescribed for MDR-TB 
patients subdivided as an Intensive and a Continuous 
phase. This study used a small number of (n = 18) 
patients, despite their high risk for toxicity children 
were excluded.  The study population comprised of all 
patients who were treated for MDR-TB at Eras’ 
Lucknow Medical College and Hospital. The inclusion 
criteria included all those culture positive patients 
suspected with MDR-TB from September, 2019 to 
January, 2020 receiving second-line injectables.

· Mild hearing loss = 25-40 db HL

· Severe hearing loss = 66-90 db HL

INTRODUCTION

Criteria:  In words Hearing loss can be explained as 
follows:

· Moderate hearing loss = 41-65 dB Hl



Between September, 2019 to January, 2020, 18 
patients admitted through inclusion criteria were 
resistant in-vitro to rifampicin and isoniazid with or 
without other anti-tubercular drugs based totally on 
Drug Susceptibility Test (DST) results from an 
RNTCP- certified Culture and DST Laboratory and 
were called as a Multiple drug resistant-TB suspect 
(MDR-TB). The incidence was significantly equal 
among men (50%) and women (50%), higher in 
persons > 17years of age (77%) than in younger 
patients <17years of age (22%).  Out of the 18 patients 
examined, ototoxicity was found in 2 subjects (11.1% 
patients) during their intensive therapy phase. In 
patient 1 the Incidence of high frequency hearing loss 
was lower at week 1, and gradually increased after 6 
weeks of follow up. The hearing curve of Patient 1 
shows that he is struggling with mild-frequency 
sensorineural hearing loss in the right ear and 

moderately severe conduction hearing loss in the left 
ear. The incidence of Ototoxicity was found to be more 
common in males as compared to females. (8). The 
audiogram for patient 1 is shown above in figure 1. The 
air conduction threshold is plotted onto the graph 
using red circles (representing the right ear) and blue 
crosses (representing the left ear). A continuous line is 
drawn to connect the circles and crosses

PRE-OPERATIVE/UNAIDEDAUDIOMETERY

OBSERVATION

The auditory perception level is quantified relative to 
"normal" hearing perceiving in decibels (dB), with 
higher numbers of dB designating worse hearing on 
the vertical axis and frequency in hertz on the 
horizontal axis (3). The dB score is not authentically 
percent loss, but nevertheless 100 dB hearing loss is 
approximately equipollent to consummate auditory 
impairment for that particular frequency. It is said 
normal when the score is 0. In any possible case when 
the scores is less than 0, it denotes better than average 
hearing ability (3). The hearing curve of Patient 1 
shows that he is struggling with mild-frequency 
sensorineural hearing loss in the right ear (8). 
Sensorineural hearing loss is positioned in the inner 
ear and frequently influences higher frequencies since 
these frequencies are detected at the base of the 
cochlea and are thus more susceptible to issues and 
functional deterioration (9). Some individuals have a 
sensorineural hearing loss only at high frequencies, 
also referred to as partial deafness, sometimes only the 
hair cells at the base of the cochlea are damaged. In the 
internal part of the cochlea, the apex, the hair cells, 
which are accountable for processing the low tones, 
are nonetheless intact (10). Combined electric and 
acoustic stimulation, or EAS, was developed 
particularly for these cases (11). His left ear shows 
moderately-severe conductive hearing loss. Any 
trouble in the outer or middle ear that inhibits sound 
from being conducted well enough is referred to as 
conductive hearing loss (12). Conductive hearing 
losses are usually mild or moderate in degree, ranging 
25 to 65 decibels (13). In some cases, a conductive 
hearing loss can be temporary (11). Depending on the 
specific cause of the hassle, medicinal drugs or 
surgical operation can help. Hearing aids or a middle 
ear implant can be used during a conductive hearing 
loss (11).

DISCUSSION 

CONCLUSION

Permanent hearing disability is seen during long term 
administration of second-line anti-TB drugs which 
occurs because anti-tuberculosis SLIs (Capreomysin, 
Amikacin and kanamycin) especially Kanamycin, 
selectively eradicate cochlear hair cells targeting hair 
cells responsible for hearing at higher frequencies 
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Pre-operative unaided

Frequency In Hertz (HZ)

Fig. 1: The Original Image Shows A Post-operative/ 
Unaided Audiometry Graph Derived From Patient 1 

With Ototoxicity. The Y-axis Represents Hearing 
Levels In Decibels (db) And X-axis Represents 

Frequency (hertz). The Graph Shows Mild-
frequency Sensorineural Hearing Loss In The 
Right Ear And Moderately Severe Conduction 

Hearing Loss In The Left Ear.
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